TV apps
From wrestling to children’s entertainment, discover a growing selection of TV apps for your mobile devices. Download on your iOS
or Android devices.
Please note that most apps require a TV plan or premium channel subscription.

General Programming
A&E

Unlock hundreds of hours of full episodes, sneak peeks, behind the scenes footage and more
from all your favourite A&E series.

CTV

Live or on-demand, enjoy the freedom of TV on your time and catch up on all your favourite
shows on CTV.

Discovery Go

Go deeper with an app that gives you access to all five Discovery networks, including Animal
Planet, Discovery Science, Discovery Velocity and Investigation Discovery. Get live streams and
on-demand access to all your favourite Discovery shows.

Family

Entertainment for the whole family. Get on-demand access to full seasons of kids and teen show
from Family, CHRGD and Family Jr.

Global Go

It’s easy to catch up on your favourite Global shows. Full episodes are available live and ondemand for the first 7 days after they air.

Hollywood Suite

Enjoy unlimited access to the movies that shaped the 70s, 80s, 90s and 2000s. Features
a customizable watchlist and notification that keep you informed about new movies and
collections.

CNN Go

Follow up-to-the-minute reporting with breaking news alerts and live video. Lead the
conversation by sharing today?s news and dig deeper into the stories that matter most to you.

CTV News

Get the latest breaking news, including raw streams from news events as they happen. Also
stream programs like CTV National News with Lisa LaFlamme, W5 and Question Period.

News

Sports

Sportsnet

Get access to news, scores, stats, highlights and SN NOW live streams.

TSN Go

Watch live streaming coverage of TSN’s five national feeds – TSN1, TSN2, TSN3, TSN 4 and
TSN 5. Plus access to your favourite TSN shows and a slate of popular ESPN programming.

WWE

Catch every WWE Superstar, Diva and Legend with on-to-go access to ringside action, live
events, original series and on-demand matches.

Stingray Music

Get the best music for every moment, place and mood in your life?curated by musical experts
from around the world with the Stingray Music app; free with select Shaw TV plans.

Music

